NEWBIE

authentic but not original,
he has virtual identities
lost his body and all his physical needs
he is just a terminal
lives on a server or in local
he knows magic words
sensible to commands

he doesn't have any sex
nor female or male
no rules but routines
in the religion of numbers
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Press [ENTER] to Continue...

and you struggle

with your balance
as you examine the fabric's images

The growing sense
of wonder
pulls at you

tinged with a dose of trepidation

The views about you, while wondrous, are nevertheless quite ominous

these images are of a truly darkened land

CHANNELS -

Will teach you about communication with others

COMBAT -

Will teach you how to choose

SPAM -

Will explain what spam is, and why you should not do it

'MAGIC MISSILE' 'SHOCKING GRASP'

CHANGE SEX

CODE COUNCIL
COMBAT
COMMANDS

SOCIALS

COMPARE
CONFUSION

CONSIDER
CONSTITUTION
'CONTAINERS' 'CONTAINER'
'CONTROL
WEATHER'

COOK
COPYRIGHT
CORPSE

COVER OF DARKNESS
CORPSE RETRIEVAL
CUFF

DOMINATE
FATIGUE
INDIGNATION

LAW LAWS MORTLAW MORTLAWS POLICY RULES
'SONIC RESONANCE'
TOGGLE CONFIG
TOPICS

'VOMICA PRAVUS'
VOTING VOTE VOTES

::: ciao Ominus Tapestris :::

They aren't here

You wonder what is inside

Type OPENING

You travel upon

After a time
a large opening

guiding you towards your future

you will be the potential victim

(help questmaster)

You can NOT die nor level in this area. This gives you the chance to test
your character, view your stats, review your SLIST, and read help files!!

Here your eyes are your best weapon.

PRACTICE -

Look at everything!

Will teach you about training spells, skills, and weapons

If you find
that it does not exist,
please tell an Immortal

Do you wish to spend your time watching over your shoulder, hiding in the
shadows, killing and being killed ?

-- that is the decision you must make here

DEATH -

Will tell you about experience

robots -

are programmed to get you

direction

zombies

k (up)
h (left)
l (right)
j (down)

are programmed too

you can actually do a HECK of a lot!
You can interact with thousands of other users on our systems

A Path Divided
AFFECT DATA
Wimpy: 0
Style: standard

You feel great

new who are you?

then I began to notice the paranoia
just didn't exist
no official currency
he bent corporations basic trust fails,
plausible lie
to avoid wherever possible
no fixed premises and no fixed
new opportunities all around
kind of floating index

and it works

The word is that
can think of worse but I figure
same result
the same experiment
how well
a positive relationship
the real
loose
false
even name names
offshoots

It was a simple idea
But that would be pointless
all kinds of funny
it doesn't look like much
but I get up late,
One reason
for thinking
but I truly believe life now
You might say I'm crazy

(Important temporal transitions)

another
tend to have a transformative impact
under heavy scrutiny
usefulness
early but unmistakable
values
the forefront of their activity

ubiquitous nature
masterpieces of the masses
and concerns
across
but appears
to break down

parts of rural dissipated by
making practices off the streets
comfortably
so that attempts
emphasizes the distance

go far enough
within a discipline
to the grim
determination
would consider
dissertation
methodical care
aspire

choose the latter
meaningful contribution
off where
divide it
from the rest
its borders and leisure
unfettered of style

always talk
as 'tools'
They're happy critically
and for its meaning
the production of cheap power
is orange plastic
human cooking mass
produceable in galleries
about
but beyond
of contemporary

much further it's accepted
easy for somebody
basic know-how
not everybody watches

Only clandestine stories remain:
amongst
Everyone is free close to the equator
completely thrown
disarray
repairing a hole
of slavery
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